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My experience before this class was mainly
me experimenting and figuring it out on my own. I was 
more familiar with Adobe illustrator and InDesign since 
I took Comm 130 Visual Media a couple semesters 
ago. Photoshop was the hardest for me to learn and 
figure out.

Past Photos



With this assignment I learned a lot about depth 
of field. I became familiar with the aperture 
setting on my camera. One of my favorite pictures 
that I have taken this semester is of Rigby, Idaho, 
one of my favorite little Idaho towns (bottom left). 

Light - Motion

Focus - Depth





Detail in everyday things.

Up Close 
and Personal
Discover a whole new world in miniature! Sit down 
in a field, or near a pond and start looking at your 
immediate surrounding in a whole new way. Get close 
and think of framing a much smaller image.





Bannack Portraits

It was a little cold at Bannack Ghost Town, 
but it was definitely loads of fun! The 
portraits I took were some of my favorite 
pictures that I took that day. I mastered the 
manual settings on my camera.



Bannack 
Fine Art



Tasteful Texture



Composite 
Portrait

Top 5
These are two of my top five that 
I haven’t put in this book yet. 
The picture on the left was from 
Bannack and the picture on the 
right is from the “Up Close and 
Personal” assignment. 
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Photography, Video, Design.

I’m a sophomore at BYU-Idaho. I’m from Cumming, Georgia, but my family recently 
moved to Houston, Texas. My major is in communications with an emphasis in video 
production. I hope to have my own video business where I film and edit events like 
weddings, travel, lifestyle, etc. Videography, video editing, photography, and travel are 
a few of my favorite things. 

My favorite thing about photography is capturing the moment. I love to take pictures 
of landscapes and of people. I have grown so much as a photographer in this class. I’ve 
learned so much more about my camera settings, capturing the right shot, and editing.



“The desire to create is one of the deepest 
yearnings of the human soul.” -Dieter F. Uchtdorf
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